
 

 
 
 

Here’s what we did on 

September 3rd, 2019: 
1. We started out with a warm up that reviewed some of Mrs. Day’s classroom 

policies and procedures, then we moved on to our “Brain Smart Start.” You don’t 

need to make up either of these activities.  

2. Next, I spoke to my students (at some length, I rather fear) about how to make 

“Conventions Jail” corrections, quiz corrections, and all other kinds of corrections 

and revisions. Here are those slides:  

       
 

        

To make corrections to any quiz or test, you must fill out a “Test Corrections” 

sheet. This can be found on my website under “Class Documents.”  

The class then spent about ten minutes making corrections and revisions to the 

“My Favorite Chaperone” R.E.A.D. paragraph and the “My Favorite Chaperone” 

Quiz. Get these from your period’s return box and make corrections. You have one 

week from the date you receive an assessment back to make any/all corrections.  

3. We finished the day with a shadowbox! You can’t make this up, but you can ask 

your classmates about the “Woman of the Siene.” 



Here’s what we did on 

September 4th, 2019: 
1. Warm Up - Sometimes it takes an adventure to learn something 

new about yourself. Have you ever gone to a new place, or tried a 

new activity, that taught you something you didn’t know about 

yourself? Write about an experience like that, in which a new 

adventure or new challenge taught you something new.  

2. After our “Brain Smart Start,” I talked to my students about the 

idea of “Effective Struggle.” Essentially, that is when students find 

a text or concept challenging, but find ways to understand it 

anyway. One way to do that is with a KWL chart, which we did 

next.  

3. “Golden Glass” KWTL Chart – copy the chart below into your 

composition book. Then, as you read “Golden Glass,” fill in the 

“What I Know” and “What I Want to Know” columns. This is a 

“during reading” strategy, which means you do it as you read, not 

after you’ve finished.  

 



Here’s what we did on 

September 5th, 2019: 
1. Instead of a typical warm up today, students took 

time to finish the “K” and W” columns from their 

KWTL Chart from yesterday, and complete their first 

reading of “Golden Glass.”  

ALSO, students were instructed to get all papers 

from their period’s return bin. Some people made 

corrections to recent assignments, but didn’t do so 

completely! That means that they still have the 

original grade. Make sure to do this as soon as you 

return to school.  

2. After our “Brain Smart Start,” we did a family 

(whole class) reading of “Golden Glass,” completing 

some of (but not all of) the “close reading tasks” on 

each page. Because we decided in each class which 

tasks to do, you will need to talk to a classmate who 

was here today and find out which tasks to 

complete.  

3. Finally, I went through some instructions for 

tomorrow (I’ll be absent)! Consult the next page to 

see what that will be.  



Here’s what we did on 

September 6th, 2019: 

I was absent today! Here’s what was 

supposed to happen.  

 Complete your 2nd reading of 

“Golden Glass,” and the following 

“close reading” tasks (the numbered 

questions/tasks on each page): #7, 

8, 10, and the “Short Response” 

question at the end. MAKE SURE 

that the prompt is fully answered, as 

you’ll notice there are really two 

questions in it! So, instead of a 

R.E.A.D. paragraph, it’s really more 

like an R.R.E.A.E.A.D. paragraph.  
 

 



Here’s what we did on 

September 9th, 2019: 
1. Warm Up - Have you ever done something that you 

regretted? Maybe you did it on purpose; maybe you didn’t. 

Maybe it hurt someone’s feelings, hurt their property, or hurt 

you, yourself. In a sentence or two, write about a time you did 

something that you later regretted doing.  

2. Brain Smart Start 

3. Announcements – I have information about two writing 

contests! Check my counter for details on the Lee Bennett 

Hopkins Poetry Award for Young People and the Hispanic 

Heritage Month Essay Contest 

3. Next, we talked a little bit about the Great Depression, in 

which our next short story is set. Here’s a very short article 

about that time in history; you might read it if you don’t know 

a lot about it:  https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-history/rise-to-world-power/great-depression/a/the-great-depression 

4. We started reading the short story “Marigolds” by Eugenia 

Collier. Read pp. 213-215. As you read, complete a Book, Head, 

Heart Response Card:  

Book – What do you know/notice about the people, places, 

and things in the story?  

Head – What surprised you, challenged you, or confirmed 

something you already thought?  

Heart – What does the story make you feel? Which part/s 

evoked an emotion? 
 

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-history/rise-to-world-power/great-depression/a/the-great-depression


Here’s what we did on 

September 10th, 2019: 
1. Instead of a typical warm up today, students took time to 

complete two tasks: first, they added the definitions of “simile” 

and “metaphor” to their Vocabulary Notebooks; second, they 

completed their Book, Head, Heart Reflection Cards that we 

started yesterday. 

2. A quick note about similes and metaphors:  

   
3. After our “Brain Smart Start,” we began our second reading of 

the beginning of “Marigolds.” Sometimes a text is so dense that it 

requires multiple readings to glean understanding. 

While we read, we played a Round Robin game to find text 

evidence. You can’t make up the game, but as you re-read the 

first three pages, think about these questions:  

Name words and phrases from the first paragraph that help 

you (the reader) identify the time and place (setting) of this story. 

Name words and phrases from the second page that 

characterize the protagonist, Lizabeth. 

Name motivation words – words that show why a character 

did or said something.  

 



Here’s what we did on 

September 11th, 2019: 
1. Warm Up - Look through the short story, 

“Marigolds,” scanning for words whose 

definitions you don’t know or only kind of know.  

- Select two to define using paper or digital 

dictionaries.  

- The catch – you may not select ANY of the 

same words as your teammates.  

- Write both the words and their definitions 

under today’s Warm Up title.  

2. After our “Brain Smart Start,” I did a short 

mini-lesson on Word Relationships. Those 

PowerPoint slides are on the back of this sheet.  

3.  Next, we continued reading “Marigolds.” If 

you were absent, read up to p. 220. 

4. Finally, the “Golden Glass” packets were due 

today. Please turn yours in to Mrs. Day as soon 

as you get back to school! 
 

 



  
 

  
 

 
 

 



Here’s what we did on 

September 12th, 2019: 
1. Instead of a regular warm up today, students worked on the 

Word Relationships assignemnt we discussed at the end of class 

yesterday. Here are the instructions:  

Complete your first reading of “Marigolds.” As you read, find one 

“And” Connection and one “But” connection. What you’re looking 

for is are sections of text where a concept is refined (developed, 

explained) by what it ALSO is or by what it IS NOT. 

“And” Connection Example: 

“Innocence involves an unseeing acceptance of things at face 

value…an ignorance of the area below the surface.” 

2. One of my students led our “Brain Smart Start” today, but then 

we spent fifteen minutes or so on the Word Relationships 

assignment. My kids had a lot of questions, but also found a lot of 

good answers, which makes me think this was a good assignment! 
(That note isn’t really for you, student who missed class, but for me)   

3. Next, we began our Think, Pair, Strengthen, & Share activity. 

Here are those instructions:  

 



Here’s what we did on 

September 13th, 2019: 
1. We started today with a Team Quiz! If 

you were absent, you’ll have to  do this on 

your own. See Mrs. Day for a quick, five-

question quiz on “Marigolds.”  

2. Next, we worked on our Think, Pair, 

Strengthen, & Share questions. 

 
Today was a short day (Work/Fun Zone), so 

we will finish that assignment on Monday. 

 



Here’s what we did on 

September 16th, 2019: 
1. Warm Up - Open your textbook again to the short 

story “Marigolds.” Head Connection - What was 

something about this story that surprised or 

challenged you? Heart Connection - What was 

something that evoked (suggested; brought to mind) 

an emotional response?  

2. Next, students worked with partners to complete 

the “Pair and Strengthen” parts of Thursday’s Think, 

Pair, Strenghten, & Share. If you weren’t here today, 

please write “I missed the “Share” section,” 

somewhere on your page. Complete p. 266, numbers 

2-4 and 6-8 on your own.  

3. Finally, we completed the “Share” part! We went 

over all of our best answers together as a class, 

“strengthening” as we went.  

4. Some classes (but not all) finished by adding 

“theme,” “symbol,” and “motivation” to their 

Vocabulary Notebooks. Classes that didn’t will do so 

tomorrow.  
 

 



Here’s what we did on 

September 17th, 2019: 
1. We began today with a Battleship vocabulary review 

game. You can’t make this up, but I’m sorry you missed 

it! To review for tomorrow’s “Marigolds” quiz, skim 

through the text again to find unfamiliar words. Look 

up any whose definitions you’re unsure about.  

2. Theme Review. I looked through some of my 

students’ theme statements (#6 on the Think, Pair, 

Strenghthen, & Share) and talked about why some of 

them were incorrect. Here are the examples I shared:  

 
“Life is hard, but there’s always a light at the end of the 

tunnel,” is simply not a theme found in “Marigolds.” 

The light in that story (the marigolds) was not 

something to work toward or aim at; it was the idea 

that light exists even in the darkest places.  Continued on next page 



3. Similes & Metaphors - On your own, look through 

“Marigolds” to find similes and metaphors. In your CB, 

write one simile and one metaphor and explain what 

each means. For each, you must explain what two 

things are being compared and what those two things 

have in common. E.g. “Everything was suddenly out of 

tune, like a broken accordion” (lines 290-291). She is 

saying that her world is like a broken accordion 

because both are confusing, hurtful, and upsetting. 

4. Finally, we made our review materials for 

tomorrow’s quiz. Here are those instructions:  

 

 
 



Here’s what we did on 

September 18th, 2019: 
1. Students began by completing/perfecting/reviewing these 

assignments:  

- Word Relationships 

- Theme (definition and how it applies to “Marigolds) 

- Motivation (definition and how it applies to “Marigolds) 

- Symbol (definition and how it applies to “Marigolds) 

- Think, Pair, Strengthen, Share 

- Similes & Metaphors 

These assignments were designed to help you closely read and 

understand the short story. Reviewing them will (ideally) prepare you 

for the quiz. If any of these are incomplete, finish/perfect them 

before taking the quiz.  

2. After our “Brain Smart Start,” I talked for just a minute about a 

test-taking strategy. Here’s that slide:  

 
3. We finished with our “Marigolds” quiz! Please see Mrs. Day at your 

earliest convenience to schedule a re-take.  
 



Here’s what we did on 

September 19th, 2019: 
1. Warm Up - Nothing to write down. Just a bit of fun.  

A palindrome is a word, phrase, or sequence that is spelled 

the same backward and forward. 

Palindrome Examples: 

Taco Cat; Murder for a jar of red rum; Madam I’m Adam 

Today is the last day of “palindrome week.” All week long, 

the dates have been palindromes! Today is 91919. 

2. Next, we took a “cold-read” quiz, meaning a quiz on a 

new text that you’re reading for the first time. Why would I 

give a quiz the DAY after a quiz, you may wonder? Well, as 

we read “Marigolds,” I tried to teach you about “theme,” 

“symbols,” and “characterization” (among other things). But 

did you learn about those literary concepts, or did you just 

remember what I said about that particular story? With a 

cold-read, I get to find out.  

Get a copy of the quiz from Mrs. Day, and take it as soon as 

possible.  

3. Today was an odd day. Some of my classes finished their 

quizzes and were able to talk about corrections, while 

others took the entire period to finish. SO, we will not be 

able to have the silent reading day tomorrow that I’d 

planned. Ah well.  
 



Here’s what we did on 

September 20th, 2019: 
1. Warm Up – If you were absent, you do not have to 

complete this warm up. You certainly may, if you wish! 

Creative Quick-Write: 

You’re walking around your home when you encounter a 

dragon. Describe that encounter. What does it look like? 

How do you interact? What happens next? 

2. I talked through the two most-missed questions from 

yesterday’s cold-read quiz. The takeaway, remember that 

you’re looking for the BEST answer, not just a correct 

one.  

3. We spent the rest of today’s short period on 

corrections to old assignments. If you were out today, 

retrieve all papers from your period’s return bin. If you 

are happy with the grades you’ve received, tape them 

into your CB. Remember, WE KEEP EVERYTHING in those 

books. If you wish to make corrections to anything (last 

Friday’s “Team Quiz,” the “Marigolds” quiz, or 

yesterday’s cold-read “Four Dragons” quiz), get a Test 

Corrections sheet from the front pocket of the “Here’s 

What We Did” binder. Make those corrections, and 

submit them to Mrs. Day! 
 



Here’s what we did on 

September 23rd, 2019: 
1. You do not have to make up today’s warm up, but here 

is what it was (and what we discussed): What was the 

last argument you got in? Did you win it? What do you 

think makes for a strong argument? 

2. After our “Brain Smart Start,” I gave a mini-lesson on 

“The Art of the Argument.” Please get these definitions in 

your Vocabulary Notebook:  

 
Then, I talked a little bit about the structure of a good 

argument. Here’s what I think it should look like:  

 

Continued on Next (Back) Page 



 
3. Next, we read “When Do Kids Become Adults,” pp. 

235-236, and completed “Tracing Arguments I.” Please 

read the first argument (on p. 236), and review our 

“tracing.” You’ll be completing this same task several 

times this week with new arguments.  

 
 



Here’s what we did on 

September 24th, 2019: 
Actually, I was absent today!  

Below are the instructions I left on the board. In class, 

students worked in their teams to complete this 

assignment; I’m sorry, if you were absent today you’ll 

have to do it on your own. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Here’s what we did on 

September 25th, 2019: 
1. Instead of a traditional warm up today, students retrieved 

their Tracing Arguments II (done yesterday) from their period’s 

return basket and checked them. Make sure you’re happy with 

your team’s performance on this assignment, and that you 

know what you scored. If you were out yesterday too, see 

yesterday’s “Here’s What We Did” page and do this 

assignment! 

2. After our “Brain Smart Start,” I did a quick review of the 

elements of argumentation we learned/reviewed on Monday. 

Then, we added “Opposing Claim” and “Counterargument” to 

our Vocabulary Notebooks. Here are my examples and 

definitions (you don’t have to add the examples). 

   
3. Next, we played a quick teambuilding game. You don’t have 

to make up this part.   

4. Tracing Arguments III - Finally, we worked with partners to 

read and trace “Better Training for New Drivers” on p. 239. 

Work with an established partner-pair tomorrow to complete 

this assignment.  



Here’s what we did on 

September 26th, 2019: 
1. We began today by finishing our Tracing Arguments III. 

Students worked with their partners to fiish this assignment. If 

you were absent today, check with your partner to see if they 

finished. If you were out today and yesterday, you’ll have to do 

that assignment on your own. Here are those instructions:  

 
2. After our “Brain Smart Start” we played a little “Would You 

Rather” game! You don’t have to make this up; it was a bit of a 

preparatory exercise for our “moving” debate tomorrow.  

3. Tracing Arguments IV as the assessment for this week’s work: 

 



Here’s what we did on 

September 27th, 2019: 
 Well, today didn’t go as I’d planned.  

 We began the period by finishing our Tracing Arguments IV. We 

were supposed to start our “moving” debate after that, but because 

of the nature of the assignment and the fact that today had 

shortened periods (Work Zone/Fun Zone) most classes didn’t get to 

the debate. No worries! We’ll move that to next week.  

 I did go over a couple of things to help people trace those 

arguments (based on the ones I saw and graded yesterday). Here are 

those notes:   

  
If you were out today, finish your Tracing Arguments IV, here are 

those instructions:  

 


